Electric Only Radiators
Thank you for purchasing your Phoenix Electric Only Heated Radiator. All Phoenix Electric Only
Radiators are supplied pre filled with a specially formulated Ethylene Glycol anti corrosion
thermal transfer fluid designed to provide the optimum heat performance and maintain durability
giving a long lasting quality for years to come.
Your Electric Only Radiator will provide you with an ambient heat output from the electric
element. Please allow a minimum of 30 minutes for the electric element to heat the fluid in the
radiator. Some larger radiators may take slightly longer.
The surface temperature of your electric radiator will become hot. Please ensure that children and
elderly are supervised at all times when in the vicinity of the radiator.

Inspect your product:
It is the responsibility of the end user to inspect the product for any damage prior to the installer
attending site. We also recommend that the installer check for any visible defects. Phoenix can not
be held responsible for any damage reported after installation has commenced and will not
entertain any additional installation costs incurred due to neglecting our instructions.

Installation:
Your Electric Only Radiator is supplied pre filled and capped with the heating element packed as a
separate component to be fitted during installation by your electrician/installer. The unit’s
electrical elements must be positioned and installed in either the left or right hand tapping at the
bottom of the radiator. Never install the element in the top of a radiator as this will cause the
radiator to fail and it will damage the element voiding your guarantee. An additional thread
adhesive may be used to obtain a seal, such as Loctite 542 Thread Sealant.
The element is supplied with a mains cable fitted to the element. Do not attempt to connect a
longer cable or extend the cable supplied. All electrical installations to the fixed wiring within a
house must be carried out by a qualified, licensed electrician in accordance with local and national
wiring regulations. This product is fully CE approved and IP55 rated and should therefore be
installed in the zone 2 area but the electrical connection box must be outside zone 2 and not within
reach of any person in a bath or shower.
As with normal radiators your Electric Only Heated radiator will require bleeding/venting. Simply
open the vent at the top of the radiator, and turn the radiator on. When the radiator reaches its
working temperature close the vent and wipe away any excess fluid.
Should you have any problems with your product then please report this to your place of purchase
along with your proof of purchase.

